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One-Eyed Jacks, a quintessential western. The only film directed by the iconic actor Marlon

Brando. Not a financial or critical success at the time, however now with attention rekindled by

a re-master by Steven Spielberg and Martin Scorsese my belief it's one of the finest westerns

ever made is fortified by the most film knowledgeable in the industry. The film is not listed

among the top 100 westerns by my peers in Western Writer's of America. I take umbrage with

that conclusion, as it's at or near the top of my list.
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RetrospectivebyL. J. MartinIntroductionI’d be remiss if I didn’t caution you that I’m primarily a

fiction author and this is a work of opinion, not scholarly investigation. That said, most of the

scholarly works I read are peppered with opinion. I draw conclusions from what I’ve read and

watched, and not from studying the opinions of others in far more professorial attempts to

explain the why and why not of others taste in western writing or film. Consequently, there is

not a complete list of citations and the attempt at a bibliography is only for the convenience of

those readers who might want to delve more completely into the motivation for and making of

the subject film. The reader will have to take me at my word, if there are quotes, it came from

one of the sources in the bibliography. I’ve quoted from IMDb and Wikipedia in regard to the

who, where, and what of many of the participants in the film, and hope their reporting is

factual.That said….One-Eyed Jacks! The only film directed by an actor celebrated as

America’s finest. Marlon Brando was the consummate actor; from a purely artistic standpoint,

an equally accomplished director; and a man of many facets. I say ‘from a purely artistic

standpoint’ as the job of director encompasses more than mere art (and I don’t use ‘mere’ to

diminish art when discussing an artistic medium) when getting a film made, completed on time,

and meeting a budget is part of the job. Not that any of that will be remembered or be

important to a viewing public. All that matters to them is the quality of the final product and its

entertainment or, in some cases, educational value. Or lack thereof.Westerns are my favorite

genre, both novel—although I’m an eclectic reader—and film. This particular film has long

been my favorite western, but I stand nearly alone among my peers.The film was not well

received by many reviewers or the public when first played to a Vietnam-era America in 1961.

For example, reviewer Dwight MacDonald of Esquire Magazine said, “One-Eyed Jacks has

some very handsome photography and some competent performances, but it isn't even a very

good Western”. I couldn’t disagree more.In a 2016 review in the Village Voice, Melissa

Anderson writes, “… in One-Eyed Jacks, a strange, tumid, engrossing western, psychic

damage leaves a messier stain than the harm caused by bullets or fists. The film buzzes with

the anxieties and puzzling affect of its director and star…”. This is an interesting take as I felt

Rio, the Brando character, was meant to be laced with anxieties.As Patricia Bosworth writes

in her 2001 biography, Marlon Brando (Penguin Lives), “One-Eyed Jacks probably contains the

most accurate on-screen portrait of Brando at the time, a man with an unforgettable face about

to spoil and grow fat, a man seemingly incapable or unwilling to project love or desire to

anyone else on the screen”. It’s a harsh observation from someone who likely didn’t know

Brando later in life. She was a member of the Actors Studio. In a Spotlight interview for the

American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, Bosworth said, “… I also met the subjects of my

future biographies: Montgomery Clift, who was my father’s client; Jane Fonda and Marlon



Brando, who I met at the Actors Studio….”Brando fought his weight, as many of us do as we

mature, but he was far from ‘about to spoil and grow fat,’ an observation I’d guess was

motivated with the jealously many felt for this actor at the apex of his career. �I may be more

than just a bit jaded as being a child of the west and a writer of over thirty westerns, who’s

gleaned hundreds of reviews, both good and horrid. On my first western I received a “…this

book has no redeeming value,” and that from an acquiring editor, followed by the next day by,

“…this author is the next Louis L’Amour”. So, needless-to-say, I’m not impressed or influenced

by reviews or reviewers—particularly reviews of anything western written by easterners. They

seldom understand the lexicon, much less the attitudes as in “cowboy up.”Consequently, the

opinion of a writer from Village Voice or that of other easterners has as much value to me as

something stuck to the bottom of my boot after crossing the corral…notice I say boot, not

shoe.I’ve often wondered why the filmed was panned. Perhaps because of the time? A time

when America was in turmoil and needed heroes, not ninety percent anti-heroes as those

featured in One-Eyed Jacks. I’ve also engaged in some introspection as I’m generally a happy-

ending kind of guy, and the ending of the film is rather nebulous. As reported from several

sources this was not the ending Brando wanted, which was darker and far less upbeat. Had he

had his way; the ending would have been typical of a Greek tragedy ending as Brando wanted,

the film might have been among those nominated for an Oscar. His very old friend and co-star

in the film, and others, reported how unhappy Brando was with the studio changes. But it

wasn’t his ending. Be that as it may.So, why would I hold the film in such high esteem?And why

didn’t it glean more attention from that near final judge of film quality, the Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences? I say “near final” as I’m a populist and firmly believe the audience,

the American and even the international public, is the final arbiter.I should confess I don’t often

agree with the Academy and their choice of best film, particularly when they seem to eschew a

film that enjoys huge economic success. I can’t help but conclude that members of the

Academy think that the great unwashed, those who buy tickets, couldn’t possibly be a judge of

quality. E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial is my classic example.After reading the argument that One-

Eyed Jacks was not the first film to feature a protagonist, or protagonists who were equally or

more so antagonists, anti-heroes, I’ve spent some time again watching the films of the 50’s that

critics say preceded One-Eyed Jacks, and again have to disagree. Searchers is given as an

example. If you think John Wayne was portrayed as an anti-hero in that film, then I don’t know

the definition of “hero.” Yes, he threatened to gun down Natalie Wood, but for what at the time—

the time portrayed in the film—was considered good reason. It’s not the first instance I’ve

observed that critics and the public try to impose twenty-first century mores and morals on

nineteenth or earlier century writings. I find it an abomination to do so, and a violation of true

morals and ethics. Lying is hardly ethical.The classic and most notable example is the

changing of the work of the iconic Mark Twain. That’s about as hedonistic an act as any

revisionist history admirer could attempt.If you’re interested in a truly scholarly study of the

western film genre, I suggest you read STILL IN THE SADDLE: THE HOLLYWOOD

WESTERN, 1969-1980, by Andrew Patrick Nelson, a film scholar. The book is published by the

University of Oklahoma Press.One-Eyed Jacks fell into the public domain, was changed for TV

and reproduced cheaply for eight-track tapes. What many saw after the film had its theatrical

run was hardly representative of the quality of the film.Thankfully, Martin Scorsese and Steven

Spielberg took an interest in the film, and Universal acquired or appropriated the film. In my

opinion, it couldn’t have been bolstered by more impressive supporters. Both Scorsese and

Spielberg have forgotten more than I’ll ever know about the medium. If you haven’t seen their

wonderfully re-mastered version, please do so. It includes an excellent analysis by Toby Roan,



who is likely the most knowledgeable expert alive on the making of the film as represented by

his excellent book, “A Million Feet of Film, The Making of One-Eyed Jacks.” The remake, or

maybe remaster is a better term, includes comments by Scorsese and recordings of Brando as

he prepared for the film. It’s reported it was Brando’s habit to record his observations and

thoughts on a script in preparation for making a film. Of course, he had no idea his comments

would be made public after his passing. If so, he might have refrained from the repeated use of

the ‘F’ word.Chapter OneOne-Eyed Jacks is a 141-minute western feature film that was

released in 1961 to many negative reviews. It was not a financial success. It was based,

somewhat loosely—a great understatement as many films evolve when adapted—on the novel

The Authentic Death of Hendry Jones by Charles Neider.The 164-page original screenplay

was written by Sam Peckinpah with input from and the prior efforts of Rod Serling. Both were

uncredited screenwriters when the film was made, although they show up, listed but as

‘uncredited’, when Internet Movie Database (IMDb) reports on cast and crew. Subsequently,

Calder Willingham, known later for The Graduate and, finally, Guy Trosper, later known for The

Spy Who Came in from the Cold, picked up the gauntlet and produced what would become a

more reasonable length shooting script.For those unfamiliar with screenplays, 120 pages is

considered the maximum length of a conventional screenplay. It’s generally accepted that one

page of a screenplay equals one minute of film; so, 120 pages equals a two-hour movie. Two

hours or less, with commercial breaks included, is the norm for television (TV). There are, of

course, exceptions, but those exceptions were intended primarily for the large screen. Gandhi,

a three-hour-eleven-minute film comes to mind. That said, many films have been cropped, in

both length and picture size, to fit the TV medium. That may again change substantially with

the advent of streaming creators such as Apple, Netflix, Google and others, where

commercials and conventional TV airing are not a constraint.Seeming strange to many,

shooting began on One-Eyed Jacks without an ending. As a writer, I often begin a book not

knowing the ending, letting the characters and circumstance take me there. So, it’s not so

strange to me.Of all the screenwriters involved, Sam Peckinpah was likely the most

knowledgeable about the west. Some of his lexicon is marvelous and so true it’s as poignant as

touching your tongue to a frozen iron sign pole, and just as difficult to forget. In the opening of

Paul Seydor’s book on Peckinpah’s last western film, The Authentic Death and Contentious

Afterlife of Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid, he quotes Peckinpah, “I am a child of the Old West. I

knew firsthand the life of cowboys. I participated in some of their adventures and I actually

witnessed the disintegration of a world”. In fact, Peckinpah spent a great deal of time on his

grandfather’s ranch among cowhands.I was fortunate to find a copy of what is claimed to be

the original Peckinpah script for One-Eyed Jacks, and I see lines such as when Johnson

confronts Rio in the saloon then returns to the bar after saying to Rio, “I’ve had about enough

of you, jackass.” Emory tells his compadre, Johnson, “You’re about to get yourself killed by a

fellow named Rio.” Johnson replies, “That ain’t Rio.” Emory smiles and says, “I wouldn’t wanna

lose me a handful of brains findin’ out.” It’s classic western lingo. It and so much more in the

final script is clearly Peckinpah’s. Brando fired him, but paid him well for an unproven

screenwriter and used much of his talent—much more, I think, than was admitted by either

Brando or Peckinpah.Other great lines from the movie include the following:The bank— “It ain’t

nothing but a cheese box.”Rio replying to Dad’s inquiry about how he’s been— “Still sneakin’

by.”Dad, when informing Emory and Johnson they can stay in town until the fiesta is over—

“Boys, the law loosens up a turn or two on Fiesta Day, but tomorrow I’ll be back to running a

tight town.”An interesting aside, in Brando’s autobiography, Brando: Songs My Mother Taught

Me, he claims that before the whipping scene, when Dad bends down after Rio is tied to the



rail, he ad libs by spitting in Dad’s face, saying he wanted the shock on Dad’s face to be real.

However, the incident is clearly in Peckinpah’s original screenplay, at least the version I was

able to obtain. Brando also said Malden ad libbed the line after the spit, “You know, kid, that’s a

good start.” However, it, too, is in the screenplay.Peckinpah’s signature is on so many lines that

ended up on screen, it’s hard for me to imagine him not being credited. Examples include the

following. After Dad smashes Rio’s hand with the butt of the scattergun, he says, “Your gunnin’

days are over.” When Emory calls Rio “Romeo” after seeing him on the beach with Louisa and

then calls her a “little jumping bean,” Rio loses it and calls Emory out with the classic, “You

scum suckin’ pig.” As Brando delivers the line it comes across as a string of expletives, as filthy

as any four-letter string in today’s more liberally rated films. The look on Ben Johnson’s face is

masterful acting, and I’d guess could only be accomplished by a man who’d normally reply with

a hard right to the chops. When Rio is shackled in a cell, he rails at Lon, “You’re a gob of spit,

Lon.”The only truly memorable line in the screenplay that I didn’t find in Peckinpah’s version

was Rio calling Lon, “You tub of guts.”So, either the copy of the screenplay I have is not

Peckinpah’s original, or he should be credited with much more than has been done.The version

of the screenplay I have is dated November 11, 1957, credited to Sam Peckinpah and labeled

‘First Draft’. Its ending is as Brando wished, as he said repeatedly in his autobiography, with a

dying Dad’s errant shot killing his daughter Louisa as she and Rio ride away. In the version I

have, the last scene is Rio slowly riding away with a dead Louisa cradled in his arms. Many,

many scenes have been omitted from Brando’s version of the film. It would be interesting to

know if more scenes Peckinpah wrote and are in the version I have before me, are among the

four hours of film on the cutting room floor. It is a version endorsed by co-star Karl Malden

(When Do I Start, Limelight Editions).Brando shot a million feet of film, six or more screen-

hours’ worth—an editing challenge if ever there was one. He abandoned the editing early on

and left it to editor Archie Marshek, known for the 1933 version of King Kong. Marshek was as

capable and experienced as editor as there was in the biz. I would surmise many films are

improved by the director and certainly the star staying out of the editing bay.Charles Neider, the

novelist, was renowned and celebrated for his scholarship on Mark Twain, having edited and

annotated a dozen anthologies of Twain’s short stories and other materials, as well as The

Autobiography of Mark Twain. The latter work was named by the Modern Library as one of the

one hundred best nonfiction books written in English during the twentieth century. It’s

interesting to me how his nonfiction background, his birth in Russia and upbringing in a

Russian family—albeit in New York after age five—might have influenced his writing. He was a

man of the west, but of west Odessa, Russia, not west of the Mississippi River.Executive

produced by George Glass, later producer of Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, and Walter

Seltzer, producer of The Omega Man, the film was blessed by Hollywood powerhouses who

tolerated and, if reluctantly, supported its ever-increasing budget.The active on-set producer,

Frank P. Rosenberg, worked hand in hand with the domineering director and principal actor,

Marlon Brando. He many times expressed his frustration with doing so.Being that this was the

only film directed by Brando, who also starred in it, I found it fascinating that Brando barely

mentioned the film in his own autobiography, Brando: Songs My Mother Taught Me, co-written

with west coast New York Times correspondent Robert Lindsey. In my estimation, it’s an

indication of Brando’s ego and of the bad taste that poor reviews and financial failure—of that

particular venture—left in his mouth. I say financial failure with tongue-in-cheek, as in David

Thomson’s biography of Brando, Marlon Brando (A&E Biography), he maintains the star/

director was paid a half million dollars for those efforts. Sounds to me as if Paramount endured

the only financial failure.Brando’s hatred for his own father, manifested by him even having



cuckolded his father with his stepmother, probably influenced his acting and relationship with

the film’s antagonist whose film and novel nickname was “Dad.” One might conclude the

fictional antagonistic relationship was typecasting. Brando did say of the film, “…It was] one of

my favorite pictures” (Brando: Songs My Mother Taught Me, Random House). I believe that

deep in his heart he seethed, and I think rightfully so. Brando’s statement, “If I hadn’t been an

actor, I’ve often thought I’d have become a con man and wound up in jail”, gives even more

insight into his character, at least his own introspection. That said, he was a powerful actor

considered among the finest, if not the finest, of his era. Somewhat to my surprise, he was self-

deprecating at times in his autobiography. I liked him better after reading the book. Of course,

that’s oft times what autobiographies are intended to invoke.Karl Malden’s work in the film is

equal to Brando’s (and should have been for $250,000.00 a week—over $2,000,000.00 in

today’s dollars), as well as was that of nearly all the major players [citation needed]. Although

much was said about Brando’s leading lady being inept and inexperienced—if so, Brando’s

direction brought out the very best in her. Malden was superlative and nearly all the players

were superior to the norm.Many of the original collaborators said they wanted Spencer Tracy

as Dad, Malden’s part, as he was seen as a hero and would appear Rio’s equal, Brando’s

character, whereas Malden was not. Brando disagreed as he had promised the part to his old

friend. Hollywood’s idea of a hero is much different from mine as well.The acting, as perfected

in the film, is a testimony to Brando’s direction and, by 1960, his innate understanding of what

sells a scene. Katy Jurado, as Malden’s wife, equals Malden’s performance, and hers is the

most admirable character in the film.Pina Pellicer, who plays a tender and susceptible young

woman who Brando’s character Rio impregnates, makes one want to weep as we watch her

innocence exploited. Maybe it was typecasting as she was, in fact, so frail she committed

suicide just four years after the film was complete.Ben Johnson delivered his usual solid

performance, which made him a staple in westerns, and was the basis of a fortune of over one

hundred million dollars he accumulated in his lifetime. It seems he wisely converted his film

earnings to real estate holdings [citation needed].Slim Pickens fired the soul and roiled the

adrenalin of any who detest slovenly indifference and arrogance. I know of no one who could

have played Lon more perfectly. His actual name, Slim Pickens, a pseudonym acquired when

he decided to make rodeo a profession, did not encumber his success.The score by Hugo

Friedhofer did exactly what all great scores do—enhanced every mood. Unless you were

purposefully score-aware, it remained in the background.Aww, the cinematography!I know God

and I both love great cinematographers, particularly those who portray the beauty of his or her

world with such elegance, ofttimes even with more beauty than accuracy and purposefully so.

Backlit scenes along the smashing surf and what was represented as dust-blown Mexican

desert mesmerize the viewer. That work, as well as set and art direction were major characters

in the film as they are in all great movies. Charles Lang, cinematographer; J. McMillan Johnson

and Hal Pereira, art directors; and set decorators Robert R. Benton and Samuel M. Comer; as

well as costume designer Yvonne Wood, should have joined cast and crew to win Oscars, in

my estimation.
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Colorado Avid Reader, “Editorial retrospective of Brando and his movie. Mr. Martin’s book is an

editorial retrospective look at the movie and the man behind it—a man perhaps more complex

and misunderstood than any of us mere mortals. While the information included in the book is

all essentially in the public domain, Mr. Martin has compiled it in a condensed format for the

ease and convenience of readers who want to know more about the film, a beautiful piece of

artistry, and the man who both starred in it and directed it. It’s an insightful view, from the

perspective of the author, that provides readers with food for thought about the man and this

part of his legacy.”

alwaysherway, “Great Book!. An easy, excellent read. The book provided additional information

on one of the best Western movies ever made.  Well researched and presented.  Thanks.”

DD Gott - Donadees Corner, “A look at Marlon Brando directing his one and only film, “One-

Eyed Jacks”. Larry Martin – One-Eyed Jacks – Reviewed 4/17/20 – Read 4/13/20A look at

Marlon Brando directing his one and only film, “One-Eyed Jacks”Larry Martin, an author with

many titles under his belt, takes a look back at the man, Marlon Brando and the only film that

he directed. Even though the Western Writers of America have not listed this film in the top

100 westerns of the time, attention has spotlighted this film because Steven Spielberg and

Martin Scorsese leading directors, in the film industry have decided to re-master it. Many of

the sources that Larry checked gave him a broad view of the steps that Brando went through

directing and finishing the film. Brando’s lack of knowledge in managing the many steps and

jobs of the director was very interesting. The fact that he filmed an ungodly amount of celluloid

that had to be cut to bring it down to a manageable and releasable number of hours was

amazing. Larry does his research and looks at the information available, among them

Brando’s autobiography plus many other books on the matter. It would not be a complete look

unless you look at the cast and crew on the project and Larry gives us all that information. His

opinion shows you another view of how America saw the film and rated it, as it was not a

financial or even critical success in its time.What did I like? I have always love Marlon Brando’s

films, especially “The Godfather”. Which I feel was one of his best endeavors. But while



reading Larry’s take on this film, I thought back to the many films that he had been in and

realized the scope of acting that he had done. I have not read his autobiography and was not

familiar with his personal history. I think the one thing that stands out in my mind was his

refusal of his oscar at the Academy Awards. Well, not his but the beautiful Native American

Apache, Sacheen Littlefeather, the representative that he sent to refuse on the behalf of the

treatment to all Native Americans. Over the years, no one can not be aware of the actions and

antics of actors or for that matter any public entity, no matter what field or capacity. I knew that

he was a private person and that he had bought an island to live on but there were many things

that I was not aware of or if I was, did not remember. The really surprising of all was the

number of children he had….What will you like? Anyone that has ever read any of Larry’s

books, know the amount of research that he does and how careful he is about all of the

details. The information is laid out in a straight forward methodical way. Even though this book

was written for the sole purpose of highlighting “One-Eyed Jacks”, it takes us from Brando, in

his beginning, to the film’s status in the present day. Besides, it gives us a look at all of the

people that were involved in the making of the film. This book will give you Larry’s view of the

man and his only director credit….• File Size: 7451 KB• Print Length: 169 pages• Publication
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